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 <Let L s a permutations on n distinct objects greatest cycle lengthk , n
4s k . We observe each of the following:
For all n G 1,
n
L s 1, L s n y 1 !, L s n! . 1, n n , n k , n
ks1
For nr2 - k F n,
n!
L s .k , n k
For nr3 - k F nr2,
ny2 kn! 1 1
L s 1 y y .k , n  /k 2k k q jjs1
For nr4 - k F nr3,
ny3k ny2 kn! 1 1 1 1
L s 1 y 1 y y y k , n   /k 2k 3k k q j k q jjs1 js1
ny3kyjny3ky1 1
q .  52 k q j k q l .  .js1 ls1
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For nr5 - k F nr4,
ny3kyjny2 k ny3ky1n! 1 1
L s 1 y q  k , n k k q j 2! k q j k q l .  .js1 js1 ls1
ny4 kyjy1 ny4 kyjylny4 ky2 1
y    3! k q j k q l k q m .  .  .js1 ls1 ms1
ny4 kyjny3k ny4 ky11 1 1
y 1 y q  2k k q j 2! k q j k q l .  .js1 js1 ls1
ny4 k1 1 1
y 1 y y , 5 /3k k q j 4kjs1
etc.
For 1 - k F n,
? @  .nrk min ky1, nykj1 n!
L s ? L . k , n t , nyk jj n y kj !j!k  .js1 ts1
The expected length E of the longest cycle in a random permutation on nn
objects is given by E s 1rn!n kL , where for nr2 - k F n then ks1 k , n
 .contribution of the k th term is 1rn! ? k ? n!rk s 1. Similarly, for nr3 -
ny2 k  ..k F nr2, the contribution is 1 y 1r2k y  1r k q j , etc. The ``rel-js1
ative expected length'' l of the longest cycle of a random permutation onn
n objects is l s E rn, which has a limit l s 0.62432965 . . . ``Golomb'sn n
.constant'' as n ª `. The total contribution to l of all k, nr2 - k F n, isn
 ? @.n y nr2 rnl ª 80.0859% as n ª `. Similarly, the total contributionn
of all k, nr3 - k F nr2, to l is 0.11003365 . . . , or 17.6243%, as n ª `,n
etc.
w xFigure 1 shows L in triangular form for all n g 1, 14 and allk , n
w x  .k g 1, n . The nth row sum is n! .
We consider the ``symmetric group'' S of all n! permutations on nn
objects. As a convenient conceptual model, we regard each element s of
 .S as a deck of n cards the cards numbered from 1 to n in a particularn
permuted order, so that we have n! decks, each containing the same n
cards, but each deck having the cards in a different order. For each deck,
we partition the n cards into cycles as follows: We deal out cards, starting
from the top of the deck, in order,until the card numbered ``1'' appears.
This completes the first cycle. If there are cards still remaining in the deck,
there is a lowest-numbered remaining card, bearing the number a , with2
1 - a F n. We continue dealing cards until the card numbered a ap-2 2
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PERMUTATIONS ON n OBJECTS 101
pears, and this completes the second cycle. If any cards still remain in the
deck, we deal these until the lowest remaining number a , with a - a F3 2 3
n, appears, which completes the third cycle. We continue this process until
all the cards are dealt. For example, in a deck of 8 cards, if the numbers in
 . . . . .order were 6 3 4 1 2 8 5 7, the cycles would be 6341 2 85 7 . Since the
number ``1'' occurs equally often in each position of the deck, the first cycle
has a length uniformly distributed from 1 to n, with an expected length of
 .n q 1 r2.
If a permutation s in S contains a cycle of length k, where nr2 -n
k F n, this is necessarily the longest cycle in s , since the number of
remaining elements in s is n y k - nr2 - k. The number of permuta-
tions in S containing a cycle of length k, nr2 - k F n, is exactly n!rk,n
so this is also the number of permutations in S for which the greatestn
cycle length is k. To obtain the number n!rk, we observe that the k
nelements on the cycle of length k can be chosen in ways, and /k
 .permuted in k y 1 ! ways to form a cycle of length k; then the remaining
 .n y k elements can occur in any of n y k ! permuted orders. Thus, the
number of permutations in S for which the longest cycle has lengthn
n  .  .k ) nr2 is k y 1 ! n y k !s n!rk. /k
We define L to be the number of elements in S for which thek , n n
greatest cycle length is k. Clearly this requires
n
L s n! k , n
ks1
since every element of S is counted in one and only one of the L 's.n k , n
We have just shown that L s n!rk for nr2 - k - n. If, however,k , n
1 F k F nr2, there are two reasons n!rk overestimates L . If k - nr2,k , n
there may be a cycle of length greater than k in the permutation. If
k F nr2, even if there is no cycle of length greater than k, the cycle of
length k may not be unique. For example, if n s 2k, there could be two
cycles, each of length nr2. The number of ways this can happen is
1 2k k 2 2 . 4  .k y 1 ! s 2k !r2 k , and since these cases have been counted /  /2 k k
 .twice in n!rk s 2k !rk, they should be subtracted once, to obtain
2k ! 2k ! 2k ! 1 .  .  .
L s y s 1 y , for all k G 1.k , 2 k 2  /k k 2k2k
Other cases where k is only slightly less than nr2 are also relatively easy
to count. For nr3 - k F nr2, the corrections to n!rk for the number of
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permutations on n objects with greatest cycle length k are:
n!r2k 2 for the possibility that two cycles of length k are tied for
longest;
 .n!rk k q j for the possibility that there is a longer cycle, of length
k q j, for each j, 1 F j F n y 2k.
For nr3 - k F nr2, there are at most two cycles with length G k. Hence:
2k ! 1 .
L s 1 y ,k , 2 k  5k 2k
and
ny2 kn! 1 1 n n
L s 1 y y , - k - .k , n  5k 2k k q j 3 2js1
Because there may be a tie for longest cycle in a particular permutation,
the expressions in curly brackets do not represent the probability that a
cycle of length k is longest, nor the probability that it is uniquely longest,
but rather is the weighting factor required to count the longest cycle only
once per permutation, even when there is a tie for longest. For this reason
 .also, as we go to values of k where nr r q 1 - k - nrr with increasing
r, the usual inclusion]exclusion rules of counting do not apply, but must
be specially modified for the possibility that as many as r cycles of length k
may be tied for longest.
Specifically, we find:
k3k ! 1 1 1 .
L s 1 y 1 y y , all k G 1,k , 3k  / 5k 2k 3k k q jjs1
3k q 1 ! 1 1 .
L s 1 y 1 yk , 3kq1  /k 2k 3k
kq11 1 1
y 1 y y , all k ) 1, / 5k q 1 2k k q jjs2
and more generally,
ny3kyjny2 k ny3ky1n! 1 1
L s 1 y q  k , n k k q j 2 k q j k q l .  .js1 js1 ls1
ny3k1 1 1
y 1 y y , 52k k q j 3kjs1
for nr4 - k F nr3.
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In the next region, with nr5 - k F nr4, we have
ny3kyjny2 k ny3ky1n! 1 1
L s 1 y q  k , n k k q j 2! k q j k q l .  .js1 js1 ls1
ny4 kyjy1 ny4 kyjylny4 ky2 1
y    3! k q j k q l k q m .  .  .js1 ls1 ms1
ny4 kyjny3k ny4 ky11 1 1
y 1 y q  2k k q j 2! k q j k q l .  .js1 js1 ls1
ny4 k1 1 1
y 1 y y . 5 /3k k q j 4kjs1
For the specific case n s 5k, it is necessary to modify only the right-most
 . .term, y1r4k, replacing it with y 1r4k 1 y 1r5k .
 .The general pattern, for nr r q 1 - k F nrr, is readily deduced from
the cases r s 2, 3, and 4, illustrated above.
Starting from the other direction, at k s 1, we clearly have L s 1, for1, n
all n G 1, since there is exactly one permutation which has each object in a
cycle by itself.
To evaluate L , we count the permutations of order 2 in S . We find2, n n
? @the number of such permutations with j 2-cycles for each j, 1 F j F nr2 ,
to obtain
? @nr2 1 n y 2 j q 2n n y 2L s ??? , all n G 2.2, n  /  /  /2 2 2j!js1
Similarly,
? @ jnr3 2 n y 3 j q 3n n y 3L s ??? 1 q L , all n G 3. 43, n 2, ny3 j /  /  /3 3 3j!js1
The general result is easily shown to be
j? @nrk k y 1 ! 4 . n y kj q kn n y kL s ???k , n  /  /  /k k kj!js1
 .min ky1, nykj
= L t , nyk j
ts1
? @  .nrk min ky1, nykj1 n!
s ? L , 1 - k F n ,  t , nyk jj n y kj !j!k  .js1 ts1
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which expresses L recursively in terms of L X X where kX - k andk , n k , n
nX - n. Figure 1 shows the numerical triangle for L for all n, 1 F n F 14,k , n
and all k, 1 F k F n.
The expected length of the longest cycle, over the set of elements in S , isn
given by E s n kL , and the relati¨ e expected length of the longestn ks1 k , n
w xcycle is l s E rn. This subject has been discussed in 1]4 , where it isn n
 w xshown that lim l s l exists, with l s 0.62432965 ??? . D. Knuth 5nª` n
.has referred to l as ``Golomb's constant.'' It is interesting that E rn is an
 .decreasing sequence, while E r n q 1 is an increasing sequence, bothn
1  .converging to l. The sequence E r n q appears to converge to ln 2
.considerably faster.
 .The proof that b s E r n q 1 is an increasing sequence, first given inn n
w x  .1 , is as follows: In our deck-of-cards model, suppose that an n q 1 st
card is introduced in a random position there are n q 1 equally likely
.positions in a ``random'' deck of n cards. The probability would be
 .E r n q 1 that it would land in the previously longest cycle, therebyn
increasing the length of the longest cycle by 1, if longest cycles were always
unique. Since longest cycles are not necessarily unique for n G 2, the
actual probability that the new card will increase the expected length by 1
 .  .exceeds E r n q 1 for all n G 2. Thus, E G E q E r n q 1 sn nq1 n n
  ..  .  .E 1 q 1r n q 1 s E n q 2 r n q 1 for n G 1, with strict inequalityn n
for n G 2. Dividing by n q 2, we find:
E Enq1 n
b s G s b ,nq1 nn q 2 n q 1
for n G 1, with strict inequality for n G 2.
It is equally easy to show that c s E rn is a monotone decreasingn n
sequence for n G 2, as follows.
Suppose we have a deck of n cards with the induced cycle structure
.described earlier and we randomly discard one of them. If the longest
cycle was unique, then the probability that we have decreased its length by
one is E rn. For n G 2, the longest cycle is not always unique, andn
discarding a card from a cycle which was tied for longest does not decrease
the length of the longest cycle. Hence, the expected decrease in the length
of the longest cycle, for n G 2, is less than E rn. Thus, for n G 2,n
 .E ) E y E rn s E n y 1 rn, and dividing by n y 1 yields E rny1 n n n ny1
 .n y 1 ) E rn, i.e., c ) c for n G 2.n ny1 n
 4Since b is a monotonic increasing sequence for n G 2 and is clearlyn
bounded from above by 1, it has a limit l by a well-known theorem of
w x Weierstrass. This is the proof, given in 1 , that the limit l exists. Clearly
 4  .   ..  .c has the same limit, since c rb s E rn r E r n q 1 s n q 1 rn n n n n
. w xn s 1 q 1rn ª 1 as n ª `. In response to the research problem 2 ,
several closed-form expressions for l s 0.62432965 . . . were found, all
 w x w x.involving definite integrals of non-elementary functions see 3 and 4 .
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Perhaps the simplest of these, due to Nathan Fine, is
1 Li t .l s e dtH
0
 . xwhere Li x s H dtrln t is the ``integral logarithm'' function popularized0
by Gauss in his study of the distribution of prime numbers. Alternatively,
as shown by L. A. Shepp,
` `
yue
yt yEi t .l s e e dt , where Ei t s du. .H H u0 t
The cycles of length k, for nr2 - k F n, each contribute 1 to E , for an
? . @total contribution of n q 1 r2 to E , and the contribution to the limit ln
1is s 0.50000, or 80.0859 . . . % of l s 0.62432965 . . . . Numerical calcula-2
tion shows that the total contribution to l of k with nr3 - k F nr2 is
0.11003365 . . . , or 17.6243 . . . % of l, which leaves less than 2.3% for all
k F nr3. Of this amount, k with nr4 - k F nr3 contributes
0.01316960 . . . or 2.1094 . . . % of l, leaving only 0.1804 . . . % as the total
contribution of all cycles of length F nr4 to the relative expected length
of the longest cycle.
For n s 6a, the total contribution of k, nr3 - k F nr2, to E is givenn
by
nr2 ny2 k1 1
1 y y  52k k q jksnr3q1 js1
3a ay1 ay11 1 j j
s a y y y ,  2 k 2 a q 1 q j 4a y jks2 aq1 js1 js1
which can be used either numerically or analytically to obtain the limiting
value 0.11003365 . . . mentioned above as the portion of l which arises
from this region of k-values. The analytic approach uses
3a ay1 ay11 1 1 j j
a y y y   /n 2 k 2 a q 1 q j 4a y jks2 aq1 js1 js1
a a1 1 dt tdt tdt3a
; a y y yH H H /6a 2 t 2 a q 1 q t 4a y t .2 a 1 1
1 1 3 1 3 1 4
; y ln y a y 2 a q 1 ln y 4a ln y a . /  /6 12 a 2 6a 2 6a 3
1 1 2 2 4 1 5
; y ln y ln s q ln 3 y ln 2 s 0.1100336544 . . .
6 3 3 3 3 6 3
as a ª `.
which agrees precisely with the numerical data for large n.
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Similar, though ever more complicated expressions correspond to each
 .r-region, nr r q 1 - k F nrr.
In the collection of the n! decks of n cards each, representing the
permutations in S , there is a grand total of n ? n! cards, divided up inton
cycles with lengths from 1 to n. Among the n ? n! cards, there are exactly
n! cards in cycles of length k, for every k from 1 to n. Thus the total
1 1 1number of cycles, among all n! permutations, is n! 1 q q q2 3 4
.  .q ??? q1rn , so the a¨erage or expected number of cycles in a ``random''
n  .  .permutation on n objects is  1rk f ln n q g q o 1rn as n ª `,ks1
where g s 0.577 ??? is the Euler]Mascheroni constant. Thus, in a ``ran-
dom'' permutation on 103 or 210 objects, the expected number of cycles is
1 .only about 7 . From our card model, in a random sequence of the2
numbers from 1 to n, this is also the expected number of terms in the
sequence which are smaller than all subsequent terms.
Several other random processes have been shown to have distributions
which mimic the distribution of cycle lengths in a random permutation.
w xDickman 6 studied the sizes of the prime factors of a ``random'' integer N
w xon the range 1, x . Among other things, he showed that if p is the1
 .``expected'' largest prime factor of N, then lim log p rlog N s l sx ª` 1
0.62432965 . . . . This may be stated as follows: ``The expected fraction of
the digits of N which comes from its largest prime factor tends to the limit
l as N ª `.'' Since a ratio of logarithms is invariant under a change of
logarithmic base, it does not matter whether the digits are in base 2, or
base 10, or any other base b ) 1. The analysis of cycle lengths in this
  . xpaper, based on k g nr r q 1 , nrr , should correspond directly to the
 1r rq1. 1r r xanalysis of the sizes of prime factors based on p g N , N , or
 .  .  . x equivalently to log p g log N r r q 1 , log N rr . Here log p corre-
sponds to k, and log N to n, in the analogy with cycles of a random
.permutation.
Another model for this distribution arises in the study of the degrees of
 . the irreducible factors of a random polynomial of degree n over GF q . If
d is the expected value of the highest degree of any irreducible factor of a1
 .  . .polynomial of degree n over GF q , then lim d rn s l.nª` 1
 w x.Another interesting result see 1, 2, or 3 is the following:
THEOREM. The probability of the longest cycle in a random permutation
 .  .on n objects n ``large'' ha¨ing a ``relati¨ e length'' Lrn ) a is ln 1ra s
1yln a for F a F 1.2
In particular, the probability that the longest cycle has relative length
G 0.5 is ln 2 s 69.315%; and it is an even bet that the relative length
’exceeds 1r e s 0.60653 . . . .
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